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Introducing the Canyon Fortnax – the ultimate tool for gaming with precision and 
style. Engineered with a sleek and anatomic design, Fortnax features a convenient 
thumb rest for comfort and control during gameplay. This mouse is equipped with a 
powerful Sunplus 6662 optical sensor and offers unrivaled responsiveness.



With six sensitivity levels reaching an impressive 20000 DPI and a polling rate ranging 
from 125 Hz to 1000 Hz, Fortnax GM-636 allows you to fine-tune your settings for 
optimal performance. Take advantage of the nine programmable buttons to 
customize your experience and gain a competitive edge.



Built to withstand the demands of hardcore gaming, this mouse offers a lifespan of 5 
million clicks. The enhanced RGB backlight features six dynamic modes, adding a 
vibrant touch to your setup. The 1.65m USB-A braided cable is rugged and reliable, 
while the lightweight construction at just 101g enhances maneuverability.



With Canyon Fortnax, precision meets power in the palm of your hand.
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Technology

Equipped with a Sunplus 6662 optical 
sensor, Fortnax offers up to 20000 DPI 
and up to 1000 Hz of polling rate. It means 
your input lag will be only one millisecond, 
with enough sensitivity for any task.



Design

Ergonomics is the cornerstone of this 
mouse’s design, providing comfort for your 
hand and wrist. A convenient thumb rest was 
integrated to ensure a firm grip. Combined 
with an eye-catching multicolor backlight, 
this mouse looks almost like a spaceship.



Adjustability

The DPI settings on the Fortnax 
range from 800 to 20000, with 

each level indicated by a distinct 
color. The polling rate can be 

adjusted across four steps, from 
125 Hz to 1000 Hz. With nine 

customizable buttons, this mouse 
offers versatility to meet all your 

gaming requirements.



Quality

Fortnax is made of high-quality 
materials and components without 
cost-cutting compromises. Besides 
making it sturdy and pleasant to 
touch, we ensured the buttons can 
withstand up to 5 million clicks.


